Protein topology affects the appearance of intermediates during the folding of proteins with a flavodoxin-like fold.
The topology of a native protein influences the rate with which it is formed, but does topology affect the appearance of folding intermediates and their specific role in kinetic folding as well? This question is addressed by comparing the folding data recently obtained on apoflavodoxin from Azotobacter vinelandii with those available on all three other alpha-beta parallel proteins the kinetic folding mechanism of which has been studied, i.e. Anabaena apoflavodoxin, Fusarium solani pisi cutinase and CheY. Two kinetic folding intermediates, one on-pathway and the other off-pathway, seem to be present during the folding of proteins with an alpha-beta parallel, also called flavodoxin-like, topology. The on-pathway intermediate lies on a direct route from the unfolded to the native state of the protein involved. The off-pathway intermediate needs to unfold to allow the production of native protein. Available simulation data of the folding of CheY show the involvement of two intermediates with characteristics that resemble those of the two intermediates experimentally observed. Apparently, protein topology governs the appearance and kinetic roles of protein folding intermediates during the folding of proteins that have a flavodoxin-like fold.